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RITA®-Award winning author Deborah Raney collects all three of the award-winning Hanover Falls Novels in one

collection.

Almost Forever

Unearthing a lost memory may cause her to lose everything she holds dear… but could it also set her free?

Bryn Hennesey, a volunteer at the Grove Street Homeless Shelter, was there the night the shelter burned to the

ground and five heroic firefighters died at the scene. Among them was Bryn’s husband, Adam. Like the rest of the

surviving spouses, she must find a way to begin again. But she must do so living with a horrible secret. 

Garrett Edmonds’s wife, Molly, was the only female firefighter to perish in the blaze. As her husband, it was

Garrett’s job to protect the woman he loved… How can he go on in the face of such unbearable loss and guilt? 

And what started the fire that destroyed the dreams and futures of so many? Investigators are stumped. But

someone knows the answer.

This novel was originally published in 2010 under the same title.

Forever After

A fire killed his best friend and his lifelong dream of BEING a firefighter. The same fire killed her husband AND
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HER hopes for a family. Can new dreams replace old? 

Lucas Vermontez was a proud firefighter like his father. Now, not only has he lost his father and his best friend, Zach,

in the fire at the Grove Street homeless shelter, but the devoted rookie can no longer do the work he loves after being

crippled in the tragic event. When friendship with his buddy’s beautiful widow turns into more, he wonders what he

could possibly offer Jenna? Jenna Morgan is trying to grieve her husband’s death like a proper widow, but the truth

is, she never really loved Zach. His death feels more like a relief to her. But that relief is short-lived when she loses her

home and the financial support of her in-laws. Now the secrets of her past threaten to destroy her future. 

Can the two forget the painful past and discover new reasons to live and love? 

This novel was originally published in 2011 under the same title.

After All

Eighteen months after the Grove Street Fire took the life of her husband and four other heroic firefighters, Susan

Marlowe thinks she’s finally beginning to heal. 

But then Susan discovers that David carried a secret to his grave. A secret that changes everything she thought their

marriage had been. For the sake of their sons, can Susan forgive the unforgivable? 

Andrea Morley lost her closest friend in the fire. But she has no right to mourn him. Instead, she must forever grieve

in silence—because her dearest friend was someone else’s husband.

Peter Brennan carries the weight of the world on his shoulders. As Hanover Falls’ fire chief, he was responsible for

the brave firefighters who lost their lives that awful November night. Can he ever shake the feeling that he should

have somehow prevented the tragedy? As he tries to rebuild the team at Clemens County’s Station 2, it seems he

might find comfort in the arms of the woman he least expected. 

This novel was originally published in 2012 under the same title.
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